Tangential orientation and spatial order in dendrites of cat auditory cortex: a computer microscope study of Golgi-impregnated material.
In the tangential plane (parallel to the pial surface) dendrites in the primary auditory cortex (A1) of cat were found to exhibit preferentially oriented growth. This was shown by means of a computer microscope study of Golgi-Cox stained neurons as seen in 100 micrometers and 300 micrometers thick tangential sections. Two techniques were used to represent the 3-dimensional structure of dendrites: the "dendritic stick" and the "dendritic trumpet". The former dismembers a dendrite into its individual segments; the latter considers a dendrite as an entity and represents it by its centroid, its moments and the spatial dispersionof its branches. Both statistical and Fourier analyses of the data show that within the tangential plane there is a significant and consistent orientation of the dendritic sticks in a dorso-ventral direction which seems correlated with the cortical isofrequency contours observed in electrophysiological maps of the A1 region. The dendritic trumpet analyses also show a distinctly non-random vertical distribution of pyramidal cell basal dendrites but not of stellate cell dendrites.